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Weird science 

Paul Cullen is a conceptual sculptor whose 

work poses problems. His improbable co n

junctions of objects fun ction as equatio ns 

withou t possibili ty of solution : te nta tive 

hypotheses which both support and subvert 

established systems of knowl edge . Con

structed from worn and discarded materi

als. Cullen ·s installations are figured like 

some weird backvard science experime nt. 

While th ey appear to reference rational and 

empirical though t processes. they exist in a 

subjective realm outside of common se nse. 

" ·here logic and function give wav to incon

sistency and abjection. Cullen 's works are 

conet.· rned ";th svstemic breakdown . T hey 

describe patterns of d isorde1·. in which the 

incomparab le is rende red equivalent, 

" ·here the absolute becomes ambiguous, 

and where th e rational progressions of 

scientific process are translated into the 

irrational impulses of an-making. 

Cullen ·s 1.1.Sa::,ae of science as a central con

cept in his work positions the gallery as a 

si te fo r speculation . an exl)erimental labo

raton- "ilere ideas and meanings are given 

new congruences. \ \Ti th their unembell

ished materials. Cullen ·s spare construc

tions r«:al.l the functional non-aesthetic of 

pl.aces ofle:arning. Well-worn formica tables 

and bashed-about tubular steel chairs, 

"'nire,,...shed or ' hospital green ' painted 

surfaces rransfonn the gallery space into 

t.hat of a different kind of institution. 

Cullen·s objects look as if they have been 

=enged from some institutional dump

ster. They appear as abject relics of a past 

clinicali ty. once- smooth and sterile surfaces 

subjected to the degradations of harsh wear 

and <fucarded as useless. Cullen revalues 

these wonhless materials, exchanging their 

lost funaional quali ty for a new symbolic 

pr~ n ce. Brok.en down and cast off, 

Cullen · s objeet5 allude to a loss of order, to 

a transi tional state where one system of 

thought is ex.changed fo r another. 

In addition to ransacking and reco nstin.n

ing the physical signifi ers of the instituti on

al space, Cullen looks at systems of kn ow-
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grouped neatly on a table ; an electric pump 

recycling water through plastic tubes; low

grade audio engineering transmitting 

sounds between spaces; a world globe spin

ning on a tiled axis; haphazard stacks of 

plaster rods looking like engineers ' core 

samples; the displacement of architectural 

features such as doors, heating grilles and 

paving stones. 

Cullen's interventions are often so physical

ly slight or seemingly random as to nuance 

the possibility of being overlooked by the 

casual viewer: but it is this very edge of 

uncertainty, this problem of recognition 

which forms the intriguing substance of 

Cullen 's work. He presses into service 

things both found in the gallery space and 

brought to it, playing off the sense of 

weighty permanence exuded by the archi

tecture against the jerry-built, banged

together impermanent quality of his instal

lations. Cullen 's practice is to implicate the 

space itself as an element in the work. 

Sometimes, as in his installation Science 

(inconclusive evidence) , Cullen investigates 

the physical construction of the room, 

removing French doors and pulling back 

the carpet to reveal the concrete floor 

underneath ; here he worked in the manner 

o f a forensic scientist, examining the 

pathology of a building. Similarly, in the 

ledge belonging to the institution . H is garde n o f the Fisher Galle ry, Cullen 

works borrow fro m various scien tific disci

plines and means of classification , incl ud

ing botan y, geology, physics, che m istry, 

genetics, architecture , horticulture and 

landscape design . Cullen alludes to these 

scientific systems by arrangements such as 

the fo))o..,.;ng which have appeared in his 

recent installations: potted plan t seedlings 

removes ma nufac ture d cobblestones to 

expose the soil undern eath , exchanging an 

artificial o rde r for that of the natural world. 

Using the disordered objeclS of a low tech

nology lo manipulate the viewers experi

ence of a given space . Cullen 's suited aim is 

to reflect "the inevitable inadequacy and 

spec ulative nature of our attempts al unde r-

standing or explaining knowledge or expe

rience.' However, in making work about 

inadequacy, Cullen risks the work itself 

being inadequate to express his concerns. 

He battles with the dilemma inherent in 

representation of silence needing to 

announce itself as such, positing incoher

ence as a strategy for thinking through the 

world. 

Cullen 's installations walk an uneasy line. 

Simultaneously, they appear to be uncom

promisingly conceptual, paring an idea to 

its essence and presenting it without gratu

itous packaging: yet there is a consistent aes

thetic running through his constructions, a 

style of determined non-stylishness bor

rowed from the hobbyist's workbench, the 

school science lab, or the engineer's draw

ing board - a system of representation 

where lack of workmanship is translated to 

a fine arL Referencing an empirical model 

of science, Cullen 's terse economy of means 

seem to describe conceptual problems in 

the physical world: yet in their own unas

suming physicality, his installations pose 

another set of problems for the viewer. It is 

as if, in translating the supposed objectivity 

of the scientific method into the subjective 

process of art-making, Cullen steps off ratio

nal ground into an irrational field: as if the 

candour of objectivity, taken out of context. 

slides sideways into a sort of indifferent 

craziness. 

This sense of studied indifference , of con

trived casualness. aligns Cullen ·s wo rks with 

the grunge aesthetic of contemporary scat

ter artists. Like these artists , Cullen uses dis

possessed objects to create situations of 

ambiguity and incoherence. his installa

tions assembled with a \\T}' humour that 

champions the banal . the ridiculous and 



the pointless over more rational models of 

communication. However with its architec

tural and environmental concerns, its pre

occupation with the institutional politics of 

spatial intervention , Cullen 's work can also 

be related to the post-object, process-relat

ed art of the 1970s. It represents the para

digm of 'sculpture in the expanded field ' 

identified by Rosalind Krauss\ where the 

conflation of various oppositional notions 

of space provides a new ground in which to 

make art. These two diverse genres of art

making cannot be said to be readily 

resolved in Cullen ·s work: looking like one 

thing. acting like another, his installations 

occupy an eccentric middle ground where 

apparen t lack of mastery over materials 

becomes both a conceptual tenet and an 

aesthetic. 

the site of display, is of significance in 

Cullen 's work. However, his formulae of 

objects appear to stand for nothing but 

themselves. Their impersonations going 

unrecognised , their symbolic properties 

unintelligible, the values of Cullen 's objects 

remain abstract, seemingly not transferable 

to ' real' equivalences. And even more com

plexly, the symbolic properties of his objects 

are not fixed. Cullen recycles materials 

from site to site, subtly altering the use

value from one installation to the next, as if 

testing various hypotheses. Cullen con

structs closed systems, his principles of rela

tion cyclical rather than linear. This idea of 

cyclical closure is underlined by the physical 

properties of some of his objects, for exam-

enable us to engage with the world. T his 

quality of silence, of an unassuming but 

relentless passivity, suggests that we should 

consider Cullen 's work in an abstract and 

formal sense rather than as representation . 

Yet the interior logic of his constructions is 

not readily accessible . vVhile there seems 

certainly to be a thread of reason which 

connects his scattered objects, their banal 

nature sets a trap for the unwary, as if we 

migh t unguardedly project conceptions of 

'artistry· on to them - seeing an abstract 

painting in the hard surfaces of a chair, for 

example. The utilitarian nature of Cullen 's 

objects defies us to locate any sense of for

mal attraction in them: instead we are both 

confronted with and confounded by their 

The seriousness of Cullen · s apparent con

cerns - representation of discursive systems 

of knowledge. applying scientific process to 

image the world - is belied by the low-rent, 

sca,·enged material quality of the objects he 

brings together in his installations. His 

trademark objects - the wobbly table , the 

,.mdalised chair, the collection of worn-out 1 
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electronic speakers - are figured and recon

figured as integers in a series of eccentric 

equations. It is as if some backyard inventor 

has seized materials available to hand to 

explicate a complex theory of scientific rela

tion, forcing innocuous and humble objects 

to stand in for weighty abstract concepts 

("Let this cardboard box be the physical 

universe; and say that chair represents grav

itational force , and ... "). Cullen 's chosen 

objects appear as arbitrary props in an 

impromptu experiment. 

Cullen 's installations often involve an idea 

of the contraption, where found objects 

stand in as primary indicators of the need 

for subsequent purpose-building. There is a 

feeling of backyard ingenuity, a DIY princi

ple where function outweighs aesthetics, 

where objects close to hand function as sur

rogates for a more appropriate tool. 

Seemingly concerned with establishing 

principles of physical relation rather than 

with image-construction , Cullen leaves bare 

plastic pipes, motors, pumps and tangled 

skeins of electrical wire in his installations. 

Interestingly, though, this casual finish 

simultaneously underlines the ideational 

quality of the work while providing it with a 

distinct - though nasty - aesthetic. 

The quality of impersonation, where objects 

take on a variety of symbolic (if enigmatic) 

guises depending on the formula of their 

contextual relation to other objects and to 
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pie the relentless spinning of the world 

globe, the water circulating through a sys
tem of pipes and tanks, the amplified sound 

relayed across the gallery. 

Cullen's works appear didactic, as if by an 

algebraic process of elimination one could 

elucidate their essential properties of rela

tion and deduce the equivalences of the 

equation ("If that upside-down table repre

sents mass, then the chair nailed to the ceil

ing must be .. . which means .. . ") . But this is 

the significant conundrum of Cullen ·s prac

tice: his works reprt!Smt didacticism, rather 

than using the didactic process to comment 

or educate. Rather than proffering actual 
deductions, Cullen offers ways to think 

about the world. 

There is thus a sense of distance at the heart 

of Cullen 's work, a disengagement from the 

very structures of applied knowledge which 
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conceptual qualities. Cullen 's work simulta

neously demands and refutes the participa

tion of the viewer. On the one hand, it 

requires the viewer to complete the work by 

imparting to it personal significance, recog

nitions and real-world equivalences, activat

ing the equation by adding real value to its 

abstract terms: yet at the same time there is 

the growing suspicion that a crazy logic is at 
work here, a rationalisation so personal as 

to be impenetrable, where any degree of 

interpretation becomes a matter of wild 

speculation. 



Resistan t to formal appreciation as welJ as 

to unpacking of meaning, Cullen 's work 

compels us to seek real-life equivalences. To 

complete the other side of the equation he 

has formulated, to fill in the blank after the 

'equals ' sign. it is necessary to run through 

a number of possible conjectures, trying 

them ou t for size. The situations which 

Cullen 's installations look like migh t 

include: a lecture theatre emptied of its stu

dents: a science lab with its appara tus left 

scattered: an abandoned building site: a 

geologist 's store cupboard: a backyard 

im·entor·s workroom. Cullen constructs spa

tial analogies. He uses objects like other 

peo ple use sho rthand . his installation s 

appearing like hasty notatio ns for subse

quent study. In recent works he has includ

ed cr,-ptic dra" ings on blackboards or glass 

which look like the jottings of a scientist or 

mathematician in mid-experiment - hastily 

executed diagrams of letters. symbols and 

numbers which appear to represen t some 

abstruse theory of relation. Earlier works by 

Cullen used architectural object models -

nn, trees. houses. dotted lines, arrows -

configured like an aerial site plan, a repre

sentarion of imagined space reminiscent of 

a land..=pe setting for a model railway. 

The idea of analogy is a useful principle for 

approaching an interpretation of Cullen 's 

work.. and unpacking its dichotomies: it 

loolo like science, but actually is art. As sci

ence. it suggests to the viewer a certain way 

of thinking about the physical world: but as 

an. in its contrived functionlessness, its 

material pointlessness, it subverts the expec

tarions "'--hich are established at first glance. 

CuDen · s installations recall the placements 

and displacements of functional sites (the 

classroom, the workshop , architectural 

renovations); they allude to principles of 

logical de.duction: yet the essence of their 

strucrure is ul timately intuitive; their mate

rials representational rather than function

al ; endlessly problema.tic rather than capa

ble of solution . Cullen renders art and 

scien ce equivalen t, as ways of observing and 

imaging the world: the impossible confla

tion of their very differen t value systems 

provides the central problematic axis of his 
work. 

Lara Strongman 
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